Collecting structured knowledge for real-world entities has become a critical task for many applications. A big gap between the knowledge in existing knowledge repositories and the knowledge in the real world is the knowledge on tail verticals (i.e., less popular domains). Such knowledge, though not necessarily globally popular, can be personal hobbies to many people and thus collectively impactful. This paper studies the problem of knowledge verification for tail verticals; that is, deciding the correctness of a given triple.
INTRODUCTION
Collecting structured knowledge for real-world entities has become a critical task for many applications, such as semantic search, query answering and machine reading. Both academia and industry have spent considerable efforts on constructing large-scale knowledge bases (KBs), such as YAGO [35] , NELL [7] , Knowledge Vault [11] , DeepDive [30] , DBpedia [1] , Probase [41] , Google Knowledge Graph [20] , and Microsoft Satori [34] .
Knowledge is usually stored as (subject, predicate, object) triples, where each triple states a fact of some entity. To exemplify, a triple (Kobe Bryant, profession, basketball player) means that Kobe Bryant's profession is basketball player. Triples in knowledge bases are often organized into verticals, where each vertical describes a set of entities in the same domain sharing common attributes (i.e., predicates). For instance, the vertical of athletes contains triples regarding different athletes, and describes each athlete by profes- sion, country, team, and so on. Verticals may have hierarchy; for example, basketball players is a sub-vertical of athletes.
A big gap between the knowledge in existing knowledge bases and the knowledge in the real world is the knowledge on tail verticals. Roughly speaking, a vertical is a tail vertical if its subject entities are not globally popular (for example, in terms of search query volume); the number of triples in a tail vertical is usually not huge (below millions). In contrast to head (popular) verticals such as music, movies and celebrities, examples of tail verticals include gym exercises, yoga poses, cheese varieties, and tomato varieties. Although existing knowledge bases contain billions of triples, their information on tail verticals is still limited. For instance, we found that in Freebase [4] about 40% entities have no factual triples (i.e., triples that state some properties of an entity), but only triples about their names, types, and descriptions; the majority of such entities belong to some tail verticals. As another example, we manually collected triples for the four aforementioned tail verticals from up to three manually selected authoritative sources, and observed that in total only about 150 triples exist in Freebase, and the coverage of their subject entities is below 10%. Although a tail vertical may not be popular by itself, given the large number of tail verticals, they can be collectively impactful.
Collecting knowledge for tail verticals is hard. On the one hand, there can be millions of tail verticals and their attributes are highly diverse, so manual curation cannot scale. On the other hand, automatic extractions fall short both because we lack good training data, and because reconciliation (i.e., deciding if two mentions refer to the same entity) on tail entities can be error-prone. We thus tried a different approach: we identified a set of tail verticals and a few data sources for each vertical 1 , and then asked the crowd to extract triples from these given sources through annotation tools and handcrafted patterns [9] . Although the results are much cleaner than those from automatic extraction systems, there can still be remnant extraction errors [14] and imprecise information from the sources. Thus, it is critical to verify the correctness of the collected knowledge before populating knowledge bases.
There exist two approaches for knowledge verification. First, one can search the subject and object of a triple on the web, and then apply a classifier to decide if the triple is true based on the search results [25] . However, this approach obtains poor results on tail verticals: we can verify only 19% of the tail knowledge with a precision of 22% (i.e., for every 100 triples that we verified as true, only 22 are actually true) in our experiments. This is because tail knowledge is not globally popular on the web and search results can be very noisy. Another solution is to apply supervised knowledge extraction [15] on the web, and consider a triple as verified if it can be extracted. Unfortunately, this solution usually leads to a low recall on tail verticals because it cannot extract any triple whose subject or object is unknown to existing knowledge bases.
In this paper we investigate a third approach that first leverages both search-based and extraction-based techniques to find supporting evidence for each triple, and subsequently predicates the correctness of each triple based on the evidence. Our investigation tries to answer the following questions:
• How can we find evidence for the tail triples, and what are the sources that we can use? • Can we judge the correctness of the triples based on the collected evidence? • How can we further improve knowledge verification on tail verticals? This paper makes four contributions. First, we explored an extensive set of sources to collect supporting evidence for a triple. We start with existing knowledge bases, which provide highly reliable information but with limited coverage on tail verticals. We then expand our search space to the web, which has a much higher coverage but can be noisy. Further, we enrich the evidence by analysing search query logs, which reflect users' perspectives on the world. In total we tried seven approaches to extract evidence from these sources. Overall we found evidence for 60% of the correct triples on over 96% of the entities in the tail verticals we examined. However, there are evidence for wrong triples too. We provide a detailed study to compare various sources and approaches that we used.
Second, we investigate how knowledge fusion [12] can be applied to distinguish correct triples from wrong ones based on the collected evidence. Knowledge fusion [12, 13] is recently invented to decide the correctness of an extracted triple based on the data sources that provide the triple and the extractors that obtain the triple. We tried both single-truth methods [10, 12] , and multi-truth methods [32, 45] ; the former assume that there is only one true value for an entity, while the latter allow the existence of multiple true values (e.g., a book can have multiple authors). Our experiments show that single-truth methods usually give the highest precision, and multi-truth methods usually lead to the highest recall. We then propose a hybrid approach that combines the strengths of them and thus balances the precision and recall.
Third, this paper is the first to propose an end-to-end knowledge verification framework that performs evidence collection followed by knowledge fusion. Our framework, which we call FACTY, can verify 50% of the (correct) tail knowledge with a precision of 84%, significantly better than existing approaches.
Finally, we conducted a detailed error analysis on the obtained results, and suggest several directions for improving both knowledge verification and knowledge curation in general.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the problem and describes our experiment datasets. Section 3 describes how we collect evidence from different sources. Section 4 studies how knowledge fusion can be applied to decide the correctness of a triple. Section 5 presents results obtained by knowledge fusion. Section 6 compares our framework with existing knowledgeverification systems, and Section 7 discusses future directions. Section 8 reviews related work, and Section 9 concludes the paper.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Triple, vertical. A triple is in the form of (subject, predicate, object), where subject is an entity, predicate is an attribute of the entity, and object is a value for the attribute of the entity. An object may be an entity, an arbitrary string, a number, and so on. A subject entity could have several values for an attribute, and there is a triple A vertical is a collection of triples whose subjects are entities in the same domain and have a set of predicates in common. Table 1 exemplifies a small set of triples in the vertical Winter sports; it contains seven triples for three winter sports on two predicates.
We can now formally define the problem we study in this paper.
DEFINITION 2.1 (KNOWLEDGE VERIFICATION)
. Given a set T of triples in a vertical, knowledge verification decides if each triple in T is true.
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Experiment dataset. We experimented on four verticals: Cheese varieties, Tomato varieties, Gym exercises and Yoga poses. We chose these four verticals because they represent verticals with different characteristics. For each vertical, we manually collected triples from up to three carefully selected authoritative and comprehensive sources, and kept those for which we can manually validate the correctness as true triples.
Then for experimental purpose, we generate false triples as follows. Given a true triple, we consider triples that share the same subject and predicate, but have different objects as its alternatives; for instance, (ice hockey, venue, outdoor) is an alternative of the triple t 6 in Table 1 . All alternatives that are not contained in our input are considered false; this is known as the Local Closed-World Assumption (LCWA) and is commonly used for generating negative examples for knowledge extraction and fusion [11] . More precisely, given a set T of true triples, for each triple t = (s, p, o) ∈ T , let O be the set of objects associated with p. We generate a false triple t = (s, p, o ) for each o ∈ O if t / ∈ T . In our experiments, for a true triple, we generate at most 20 false triples by considering only popular objects for the predicate. Then the input of the knowledgeverification task contains both the true triples and the false triples. We chose the top-20 popular objects because they typically occur more often on the web and thus increased the hardness of the problem. We also note that we found very few false negatives since the data sources we selected have high coverage for these domains. Table 2 shows the statistics of the verticals, where each vertical contains hundreds of entities and thousands of true triples. The number of predicates ranges from 7 to 17. The ratio between false triples to true triples ranges from 5 to 14. In the first three verticals, the majority of the (subject, predicate) pairs have a single object as the true value, whereas in the Yoga vertical, most (subject, predicate) pairs have multiple truths.
COLLECTING EVIDENCE
We first try a simple approach for knowledge verification: consider any triple as correct if we can find some kind of evidence that supports the triple. In this section we answer the following 
Sources for evidence collection
We first define the concept of evidence. Evidence of a triple is a piece of information that supports the triple. Evidence can be a triple in a knowledge base, a sentence in a document, a row in a web table, and so on. For instance, "Besides ice skates and sticks, hockey players are usually equipped with..." from Wikipedia is considered evidence for the triple (ice hockey, equipment, ice skates).
We consider three types of sources to find evidence for triples. First, we consider existing knowledge bases. As data in knowledge bases are structured and often of high quality, they should provide fairly reliable evidence. However, their coverage on tail knowledge can be low. Second, we consider the web, which contains rich data. However, the web data are often unstructured and thus make the evidence collection harder. There may also be errors on the web [13] , reducing the trustworthiness of the evidence. Third, we consider query logs. As reported by previous research, 71% of search queries contain named entities [17] . The entities extracted from query logs can be different from those appear in web documents, as query logs model the world from user perspectives [18] .
Techniques for evidence collection
Ideally, the evidence of a triple should mention the subject, predicate and object in some way. Usually one can recognize the mentions of subjects or objects through string matching or entity linking [19] . However, it is hard to identify the mentions of a predicate, because predicates often appear in distinct forms (e.g., birthday vs. was born on), and sometimes even do not appear (e.g., search queries may contain only subject and object). Explicitly looking for evidence containing a particular predicate usually leads to a low recall. Therefore, when collecting evidence, we only require subject and object matching, but relax on predicate. With no surprise, not requiring predicate matching causes errors; we compensate this by recording the matching information in pattern (we explain shortly) and leverage it in knowledge fusion (Section 5).
To facilitate the matching between entities, we conduct reconciliation [19] to map all entities to a unified repository (Freebase in particular). More precisely, if the subject/object of a triple exists in Freebase, we record its entity ID (known as mid); otherwise, the subject/object remains in its raw form.
For book-keeping purpose, we record the provenance of each piece of evidence. We write url, system, pattern as provenance, where url is the webpage on which the evidence is found, system is the system that finds the evidence, and pattern is the pattern used in evidence discovery (e.g., a pattern for extracting sport equipments from texts can be " sport players are equipped with noun "). Note that url may be set to null if the evidence is not from a webpage (e.g., query log), and pattern can be null if we are not aware of the pattern used to discover the evidence. As we show later, such provenance information can help significantly in knowledge fusion (Sections 4-5)
We next describe how we find evidence from each type of data sources in detail.
Collecting evidence from knowledge bases
We consider two types of knowledge bases for evidence collection: manually curated KBs and automatically generated KBs. Freebase: Freebase is a human curated knowledge base consisting of 50M entities and 1,500 verticals 2 . All subjects in the triples are entity IDs, and objects are either entity IDs or values from a fixed domain (e.g., date, number). The predicates come from a predefined ontology.
Given an input triple t = (s, p, o), we consider a Freebase triple (s , p , o ) as evidence for t if s = s and o = o (recall that predicate matching is not required). Two subjects are the same if they are the same ID; two objects are the same if they are the same ID, date, or number (possibly in different formats). The provenance of this evidence is null, Freebase, p ; url is set to null as it typically is not recorded in Freebase; pattern is set to p , meaning that we discover the evidence by considering triples with predicate p . KV [11] : Knowledge Vault (KV) is an automatically generated knowledge base containing 2.8B triples, among which 90M highprobability (≥ 0.7) triples are not in Freebase. A KV triple is in the same format as Freebase, and in addition has a probability indicating the likelihood of the triple being true, and a list of URLs where the triple is extracted.
We consider a KV triple t =(s , p , o ) as evidence of t = (s, p, o) if s = s and o = o , and P r(t ) ≥ 0.7 (0.7 is a threshold suggested in [11] ). For each webpage url from which t is extracted, we output a provenance url, KV, p .
Collecting evidence from the web
The web contains rich information in various formats, including web tables (structured), DOM trees (semi-structured), and texts (unstructured). We applied a wide spectrum of techniques to collect evidence from the web, ranging from sophisticated supervised learning to simple co-occurrences of entity names. Web tables: Previous research [5] shows that web tables contain a vast amount of structured information about entities. Here we consider webpages where some keywords of the vertical (e.g., "winter sports") are mentioned. Then, following the techniques in [6] , we extract from these webpages all instances under the table tag, and further identify relational tables in contrast to tables for layout (1.3% relational tables among all raw tables [5] ).
Next we extract a set of triples from each relational table. We distinguish vertical tables and horizontal tables (the "vertical" here should not be confused with that in "tail verticals"). A vertical table (e.g., Wikipedia infobox [40] ) describes an entity in two columns, where the first column gives the attributes and the second column gives the values. We then generate a triple from each row, where the subject entity is identified from the table header or surrounding texts. A horizontal table often contains multiple entities, where each row describes an entity, each column represents an attribute, and each cell gives the value of the column attribute for the row entity. We train a classifier to decide the entity column, from which we extract subjects; we extract predicates from table header; and we generate a triple from each remaining cell. Whenever possible, we reconcile the subjects and objects to Freebase mids.
We consider an extracted triple (s , p , o ) as evidence of an input triple (s, p, o) if they match on both subjects and objects. We say s and s (respectively, o and o) match if (1) their mids are identical, or (2) their Jaccard string similarity is above a threshold θ. The predicates extracted from web tables are strings, so can have much higher variety than KB triples. Hence instead of tracking each predicate as a pattern, we compare p with p and decide whether or not they match (string similarity above θ). The provenance of the evidence is url, Webtables, pred-match/pred-unmatch , where url is the webpage that the evidence is extracted from. Closed IE: We apply closed information extraction [15] techniques to extract triples from DOM trees and texts. The general idea is to learn a set of patterns from training data for each targeted relation (i.e., predicate), and then apply the learnt patterns to extract new instances. We say this extraction method is closed since it is restricted to pre-defined predicates and vocabularies.
In particular, we take our true triples as training examples, and apply distant supervision [29] to learn extraction patterns for each predicate. We then use the learnt patterns to extract triples from the web. In addition to phrases, the patterns we learned include two types of information for the purpose of improving extraction precision. First, we apply Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to parse texts [8] , and the patterns may contain sentence structure. Second, we annotate Freebase entities in web documents [19] , and the patterns contain the types of annotated entities; as such, we cannot extract triples whose subjects or objects are unknown to Freebase.
We consider an extracted triple (s , p , o ) as evidence of (s, p, o) if s=s , p=p and o=o (we require p=p here because triples extracted by Closed IE are guaranteed to have the same predicates as our input). For each webpage url and extraction pattern pattern, we have a provenance url, ClosedIE, pattern for the evidence. Open IE: Open IE [2] systems can extract triples on any domain without specifying vocabulary, thereby called open. We apply Open IE on web texts; our extraction system works in a similar way as TEXTRUNNER [2] and REVERB [16] . Basically it leverages NLP annotations to identify a relation phrase (e.g., equipped with) and a pair of entities from surrounding texts, and then generates a triple correspondingly. Both the relations and the entities can be arbitrary strings; but we reconcile them to Freebase mids whenever possible.
The way we identify an Open IE extraction as evidence of a triple is exactly the same as we do for web-table extractions. We do not repeat the details here. Web co-occurrences: Given a triple t = (s, p, o), we find the cooccurrences of the subject s and the object o on webpages as evidence for t. To allow for small variations, for each entity we (1) look up its aliases in Freebase if possible, and (2) use the n-grams of its name and aliases, where each n-gram contains n consecutive words in the string. To improve accuracy, (1) we allow a maximum number of 30 words between the two n-grams; (2) in case of free texts (instead of DOM trees), we further restrict the co-occurrence to the same sentence.
We consider the pair (s-n-gram, o-n-gram) as evidence of t if they co-occur in at least three webpages (so it is less likely to be random noise). For each webpage url, we output a provenance url, Web co-occur, null ; we do not require a predicate match here in order to improve recall, and we set extraction pattern to null.
Collecting evidence from query logs
We annotate each query in Google's search log with Freebase entities following the techniques in [17] . We consider a query Q as evidence of a triple t = (s, p, o), if (1) s has a corresponding Freebase mid, and Q contains an annotation for this mid, and (2) Q contains the name, alias, or Freebase annotation of o. We do not check predicates here since they rarely occur in a query where both subjects and objects occur; we require the subject to match on mid to reduce noise. We distinguish two patterns for the evidence: entity-to-entity if the object o and Q match on Freebase mids, and entity-to-text otherwise. The provenance, thus, is null, Query logs, entity-to-entity/ entity-to-text . We distinguish these two patterns since they often lead to different evidence quality (see Section 5). Table 3 summarizes the different evidence-collection approaches. Horizontally the approaches are divided into three classes based on the type of the data sources. Vertically, there are also three categories: Freebase, KV and Closed IE are "closed" since they are restricted to known entities and relations; Open IE and Web tables are considered "open" since they can recognize unknown entities and relations; Web co-occurrences and Query logs are based on the "co-occurrences" of subject and object.
Summary

Results and discoveries
We next examine the evidence we obtained through the above techniques. Empirically, we set the string-similarity threshold θ = 0.35, and use 4-gram for Web co-occurrences (we discuss parameter setting shortly). We use precision and recall to quantify the quality of the collected evidence. Let Evidence be the set of triples that we found evidence for, and T ruth be the set of true triples. We define:
Further we have F -measure = 2 * P recision * Recall P recision+Recall . Quality of evidence. Table 4 shows the evidence collection results on each vertical. We find evidence from millions of URLs; there are more webpages about cheese and yoga poses, while fewer about tomato and gym exercises. The precision of the evidence is fairly similar among different verticals (between 0.18 and 0.25), while the recall ranges from 0.51 to 0.84. On average the obtained evidence has a precision of 0.20 and recall of 0.60, and covers 96% of the entities (we discuss the recall loss in Section 7.1).
Interestingly, based on the results, a more widely mentioned vertical may not have a higher recall in evidence collection. For instance, the vertical Cheese obtains evidence from the largest number of URLs, but it has the lowest recall. A detailed examination shows that in this vertical, the evidence for triples about different predicates differ greatly. For predicates like cheese type and state of origin, we obtain a recall over 0.8 and each triple has hundreds of pieces of evidence; in contrast, for predicates like taste and pairings, the recall is around 0.1 and each triple has only a few pieces of evidence. Comparison of different strategies. Using the Cheese vertical as an example, we further evaluate the performance of different evidence collection approaches. Figure 1 plots the precision and recall of each approach.
We can see that the two knowledge bases (Freebase and KV) provide evidence with the highest precision but the lowest recall, exactly as expected. Both Closed IE and Query logs have low recall (but higher than the knowledge bases), as they provide evidence only for Freebase entities, which is a very small portion of the input. Query logs also has quite low precision, indicating that understanding short query phrases is hard. Open IE and Web tables in a sense both apply open extractions; the former on texts and the latter on tables. They have medium precision and fairly low recall, but better than any closed system. Web co-occurrences has the highest recall but the lowest precision. This is not surprising as it purely relies on string matching and ignores any possible hint from structural information. Figure 2 shows the average performance on the four verticals. We observe very similar trend, except that the quality of Open IE and Web tables, both being open extraction systems but applied on different types of data, are even closer.
In Table 5 we compare the recall of different methods. If we rely on closed techniques only, we obtain a recall of 0.04 in total: most of the evidence obtained by Closed IE are already contained in existing knowledge bases, and all evidence obtained by closed techniques can also be found through other approaches (singleton rate = 0). After including open techniques and relax the requirement for predicate matching, we obtain a recall of only 0.2; 4.4% of the true triples can only gain evidence through open extraction techniques. Web co-occurrences is the major contributor, with a singleton rate of 29%; the quality of all collected evidence is more or less dominated by it. However, because removing evidence collected by other approaches will decrease the recall of the final results by about 15% (by 30% in the vertical Tomato), to maintain the same precision. This justifies the need of the larger spectrum of extraction techniques we used. The majority of the evidence are collected from the web, which is not surprising.
Difference between true triples and false triples. As we have shown, we can find evidence for not only true triples, but also false triples. We are now wondering if the amount of evidence for a true triple is different from that of a false triple. We show results on Cheese vertical in Table 6 (we observe similar patterns on other verticals).
We first compare the percentage of true triples with evidence against that of false triples. On average, we were able to find evidence for 52% of the true triples and 17% of the false triples; all systems are more likely to find evidence for true triples rather than false triples. Next we compare the amount of evidence for a true triple against that for a false triple. We observe that the number of pieces of evidence for a true triple is 8.8 times as many as that for a false triple on average.
For all evidence-collection approaches, there are more evidence for true triples than for false triples, which conforms to our intuition. Among different approaches, although Web co-occur finds evidence for 14.8% false triples, its evidence is the most distinguishable: the number of pieces of evidence for a true triple is 13 times as many as that for a false triple. Closed IE and Open IE also give reasonable results, where the evidence for true triples is six times as much as that for false triples. Web tables and Query logs are less effective on distinguishing true triples from false triples (with a ratio below 2). Although the ratio for Freebase and KV are not high, they rarely provide evidence for false triples (i.e., with low %False), even though we do not require predicate match.
Parameter tunning. We found that setting θ = 0.35 and using 4-gram for Web co-occurrences obtain the best results for all verticals. A higher parameter value would inevitably reduce recall. Interestingly, a lower parameter value can increase recall and Fmeasure for evidence collection, but introduce noise in the evidence, and thus hurt the precision and F-measure of the final results from knowledge fusion, which we describe in the next section.
Summary. By exploiting a wide spectrum of techniques, we were able to collect evidence for 60% of the (correct) tail knowledge. However, we also found evidence for much more false triples, showing that simply looking for supporting evidence is not a reliable approach for knowledge verification. Among different strategies, we found that the web is the best source for finding evidence, cooccurence-based approaches have the highest recall, but open techniques make the balance between precision and recall.
OVERVIEW OF KNOWLEDGE FUSION
The previous section shows that although we found evidence for both true triples and false triples, the amount of evidence for a true triple is usually much more than that for a false triple. Also, the evidence obtained by different approaches often have different qualities. These two observations inspire us to apply knowledge fusion [12, 13] to decide the truthfulness of each triple based on the collected evidence. Knowledge fusion is a research topic that predicts the correctness of knowledge triples by examining extractions made by multiple systems from various sources. We review the existing knowledge fusion methods and propose a new approach in Section 4.1, and then study their performance in Section 4.2.
Review of knowledge fusion methods
In the context of knowledge verification, each (subject, predicate) pair is considered as a data item, and each object is considered as a value. For simplicity, we follow [12] and consider an evidence provenance as a source that provides the triple (our experiments did not show significant gain by separating sources and extractors as in [13] ). For instance, Table 7 shows five triples regarding the data item (ice hockey, equipment). There are three sources (s 1 , s 2 and s 3 ) that provide four values for this data item, while "neck guard" is not provided by any source.
Given a data item d and a setS of sources that provide values on d, knowledge fusion aims to compute a probability p(v) for each value v ∈ V being true, where V denotes all possible values for d (V may contain values not provided by any source). Let Φ denote the mapping betweenS and V, and Φ(S) denote the values provided by a source S ∈S on d (we dismiss d in the notation for simplicity). Our goal then becomes computing the posterior probability p(v|Φ) for v being true based on the observations from the sources. Table 8 summarizes the notations. Note that in this paper we focus on the case where the sources are independent of each other; one can incorporate with the techniques from [10, 32] to address the correlations between sources.
We categorize the existing knowledge fusion methods into two classes: single-truth models [24] , and multi-truth models [32, 45] . Our observation from Table 2 shows that the majority of our data items have a single truth, but there are also cases with multiple truths. We thus propose a hybrid method that combines the strengths of existing methods and meanwhile takes into consideration the prior value of the number of truths. We next introduce each category respectively. While our review mainly focuses on Bayesianbased approaches, there are also graphical-model approaches [31] and optimization-based approaches [23] that share similar intuitions.
Single-truth models
Single-truth models [24, 26] assume that there is only one true value for a data item, and thus v∈V p(v|Φ) = 1. The value v with the highest probability p(v|Φ) is then selected as the truth.
The intuition behind the single-truth models is that values provided by more sources and higher-quality sources are more likely to be true. The quality of a source S is measured by its accuracy A(S), which is the probability that a value provided by S is true.
We now explain how to compute p(v|Φ) using the ACCU [10] model, as other models share a lot of commonalities. Let Φ(S) denote the values provided by a source S on d. Under the sourceindependence assumption and applying Bayesian analysis, we have
Here p(Φ(S)|v) is the probability of observing Φ(S) given that v is the truth. λ is the a priori probability that a value v is true; we usually assume λ is the same for all values in V, so can cross it out from the numerator and the denominator. Assuming there are n false values in the domain (n = |V| − 1), S provides a true value with probability A(S), and a particular false value with probability 1−A(S) n . Thus we have:
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the triples c 1 -c 5 in Table 7 . Suppose n = 10 and A = 0.6 for all sources.
Triples c 1 and c 2 are provided by 2 sources, so we have Obviously, the limitation of single-truth models is that when multiple truths exist, they at best find one of them.
Similarly, Π S∈S p(Φ(S)|c
Multi-truth models
Multi-truth models [32, 38, 45] allow the existence of multiple truths. They compute the probability of each value separately. Hence, they do not require v∈V p(v|Φ) = 1, but only p(v|Φ) + p(¬v|Φ) = 1, where ¬v denotes that v is a false value. A value v is considered true if p(v|Φ) > p(¬v|Φ); that is, p(v|Φ) > 0.5.
An unknown semantics is used to capture the nature of multitruth: if a source S does not provide the value v on d, S means that it does not know whether or not v is correct (instead of saying v is incorrect). Accordingly, multi-truth methods capture the quality of a source S by two metrics: the precision P (S), which is the same as the accuracy in ACCU, and the recall R(S), which is the probability of a truth is provided by S. Intuitively, values provided by highprecision sources are likely to be true, and values not provided by high-recall sources are likely to be false.
The PRECREC method [32] computes p(v|Φ) as follows:
We now explain the computation of p(Φ(S)|v) and p(Φ(S)|¬v). First, from P (S) and R(S), we derive the false positive rate Q(S) of S, as Q(S) = λ 1−λ ·
1−P (S) P (S)
· R(S) according to [32] . Then S provides v with probability R(S) if v is true, and with probability Q(S) if v is false:
(5) EXAMPLE 4.2. Again, consider triples c 1 -c 5 in Table 7 . Suppose R = 0.5 and Q = 0.33 for all sources. Then for c 1 , we have In practice, even multi-truth items often have only a few true values instead of infinite number of truths. Existing multi-truth models cannot capture this because they decide the truthfulness of each value independently, without considering other values in V and thus lack a global view of a data item.
Hybrid models
To gain a global view in truth finding while allowing identifying multiple truths, we propose a hybrid model, called HYBRID. HY-BRID considers the conflicts between values as important evidence for ruling out wrong values, while keeping the flexibility of allowing multiple truths. In addition, HYBRID considers the prior value of the number of truths in the model. HYBRID makes two decisions for a data item: (i) how many truths there are, and (ii) what they are. Essentially, it interleaves the two decisions and finds the truths one by one: conditioning on a sequence O of true values that have been selected previously, it decides (1) the probability of a value v being the next truth, denoted by p(v|O, Φ), and (2) the probability that there is no more truth, denoted by p(⊥|O, Φ). These are disjoint decisions so their probabilities sum up to 1: v∈V\O p(v|O, Φ) + p(⊥|O, Φ) = 1.
Thus, when selecting the next truth, HYBRID basically applies a single-truth model. However, when deciding whether there is any more truth (i.e., p(⊥|O, Φ)), HYBRID incorporates the unknown semantics used in multi-truth models.
Moreover, HYBRID leverages the typical number of truths for each type of data items. For example, a person typically has 2 parents and 1-5 children. HYBRID allows incorporating such knowledge as a priori probability of p(⊥|O, Φ).
Source quality metrics. As HYBRID jointly models the number of truths as well as the true values, it captures the quality of a source with two sets of metrics: that for deciding whether there exists a truth, and that for deciding the true values.
The first set of metrics enables the unknown semantics for multitruth, and it includes two measures: (1) precision P (S), the probability that when S provides a value, there indeed exists a truth; (2) recall R(S), the probability that when there exists a truth, S provides a value. Note that our P (S) and R(S) are different from the same notions in PRECREC: we only measure how well S predicts whether or not there exists a truth, but not how well S predicts what the truth is; in other words, we do not require the value provided by S to be the same as the truth.
The second set of metrics follows single-truth models to address the conflicts between values. It contains one measure: accuracy A(S), the probability that a value provided by S for a "real" truth slot is true (i.e., S provides a true value after it has correctly predicted the existence of a truth slot). Note that values provided for non-existing truth slots, which are absolutely false, are not counted here, as they have been captured by P (S). Table 7 . We omit triples without any source for simplicity. by Ω all possible worlds. Then the probability of v is the weighted sum of its probability p(v|O, Φ) in each possible world O:
where p(O|Φ) is the probability of entering the possible world O. 
Now the only piece missing from Eqs (6-7) is the conditional probability p(v|O, Φ). They are computed according to the three quality metrics and we refer readers to [21] for details. EXAMPLE 4.3. One way to think about the computation in HY-BRID is through a tree structure (See Figure 3 as an example for c 2 in Table 7 ). The root of the tree represents having not selected any value. A path from the root to a node v represents a possible way to select v; for example, the path c 1 -c 4 -c 2 corresponds to the case where we select c 2 after selecting c 1 and c 4 sequentially (O=c 1 c 4 ) . The children of a node represent candidates for the next truth, containing all unselected values in V and ⊥.
The number under each node v is the probability p(v|O, Φ). For example, following the path ∅-c 1 -c 4 -c 2 , we have p(c 2 |c 1 c 4 , Φ) = 0.23 (see [21] for details on how this number is obtained). Probability p(O) is given by the product of the numbers along the path. For example, p(c 1 c 4 c 2 |Φ) = 0.47 × 0.06 × 0.23 = 0.007. Then the probability p(v|Φ) of v being true is thus the sum of the probabilities of all paths ending with v, according to Eq. (6). In our example, we can reach c 2 through 16 paths, and we obtain p(c 2 ) = 0.92. 2 While computing value probabilities by enumerating all possible worlds is expensive, we develop an efficient algorithm that runs in polynomial time and has an approximation bound of 1/6 (see [21] for details). Table 9 compares the probabilities computed by different fusion models on the data item (ice hockey, equipment). We can see that 
Performance study of different methods
Before showing the results on tail verticals, we first compare the various methods, including the newly proposed HYBRID, on a widely used dataset, as well as synthetic data, to gain insights on their performance. We compare HYBRID with a single-truth approach ACCU [10] , and two multi-truth approaches PRECREC [32] and LTM [45] (LTM shares the same intuition as PRECREC but uses a graphical model).
We implemented all methods in Java. Following previous works, we set n = 10, and λ = 0.5. We initialize the source quality metrics as A(S) = P (S) = 0.8 and Q(S) = 0.2 for every source S. We then iteratively compute triple probabilities and source qualities for up to 5 iterations.
We report the precision, recall and F1 for each method. Precision measures among all values predicted as true, the percentage that are indeed true. Recall measures among all true values, the percentage that are predicted as true.
Results on Book data
We first use the Book data from [43] , which has been widely used for knowledge-fusion experiments. As shown in Table 10 , it contains 6,139 book-author triples on 1,263 books from 876 retailers. The gold standard consists of authors for 100 randomly sampled books, where the authors were manually identified from book covers. According to the gold standard, 62% of the provided authors are correct, and 98% of the true values are provided by some source. There are 57% of the books that have multiple authors.
In addition to the five fusion methods we listed before, we also compared with ACCU LIST, which applies ACCU but considers the full list of authors as a whole [10, 43] . Table 11 shows the results. Not surprisingly, ACCU has the highest precision but the lowest recall as it only finds one author for a book; even though ACCU LIST treats each author list as a whole, its recall is still low. The two multi-truth models, LTM and PRECREC, have similar F-measure, while PRECREC appears to be more conservative (a higher precision but lower recall). In this dataset many sources only provide the first author of a book and this explains the low recall; the high precision is because the sources rarely provide the same wrong value. HYBRID obtains a higher F-measure than existing single-truth and multi-truth models. By considering both conflicts between values and the possibility of having multiple truths, it is able to identify more true values without sacrificing much of precision.
Results on synthetic data
To better understand the performance of different methods in various situations, we next compare them on synthetic data where we vary the number of truths and the quality of sources. We generated 10 data sources providing values on 100 data items, where wrong values are randomly sampled from a domain of 100 values.
The data generation is controlled by two sets of parameters. The first parameter is the number of truths for a data item. It ranges from 1 to 10, and by default follows a Gaussian distribution with mean = 6 and standard deviation = 1. The second set of parameters control the values of a source S. Given the ground truth T of a data item, for each v ∈ T , S has a probability of %cover to provide a value, and with probability %correct this provided value is v (otherwise it is a wrong value). Meanwhile, for each v ∈ T , S has a probability of %extra to provide a random wrong value. Hence, %cover and %extra control the number of values provided by a source, while %correct controls the correctness of a provided value. All the three parameters range from 0.2 to 1; by default we set %cover and %correct to 0.7, and %extra to 0.2. All experiments were repeated 100 times and we report the average performance. Figure 4 shows the results when we vary the number of truths for a data item. We can see that HYBRID can fairly well "guess" the number of truths and consistently outperforms the others. As the number of truths increases, the precision of HYBRID remains high, while the precision of PRECREC drops. This is because the extra ratio is fixed; so when there are more truths, more wrong values will be provided by the sources, and PRECREC is more sensitive to noise. Again, LTM gives a low precision but a high recall, consistent with our observation on the Book data. ACCU usually has the highest precision but the lowest recall. However, its precision can be low when the number of truths is small; this is because ACCU always finds a truth for each data item, while other methods may not output any truth (when all the value probabilities are below 0.5). Figure 5 shows the F-measure of all methods when we vary %cover, %correct, and %extra of the sources (see [21] for precision and recall). Not surprisingly, all methods obtain better results when the sources are more complete (higher %cover) and accurate (higher %correct). On the contrary, the performance of all methods drop when %extra increases. We observe that HYBRID has the highest F-measure in general and it is the most robust; it typically outperforms others when the source observations are noisy. PRECREC obtains the worst results when %cover and %correct are medium (0.4-0.6); this is because in this case the sources have similar probabilities to provide a true value and a false value, and PRECREC is unable to distinguish them. Summary. HYBRID outperforms existing single-truth and multitruth models and is the most robust under varying source qualities.
APPLYING KNOWLEDGE FUSION
We now apply knowledge fusion on tail verticals. As shown in Figure 2 and Table 10 , the quality of the collected evidence on tail verticals is much lower than that of the Book data. Furthermore, the long-tail data has a higher variety in terms of the number of truths and the number of sources. Hence, in this set of experiments we seek to answer the following questions: 1) Is knowledge fusion effective on datasets that are highly incomplete and noisy? 2) Among different fusion models, which one performs the best on tail data?
We point out that the effectiveness of knowledge fusion relies on the fact that the set of triples are in the same vertical, so that we can estimate the quality of the sources meaningfully. We also point out that the predicate matching information recorded in pattern is leveraged in knowledge fusion as we evaluate the quality of each provenance.
Implementations
We compare the following three knowledge fusion algorithms: the single-truth model ACCU, the multi-truth model PRECREC, and the hybrid model HYBRID. We skip LTM because it does not scale on this dataset. We test two settings of the algorithms: (1) assume each source has the same quality, and then iteratively compute triple probabilities and source qualities; (2) initialize source quality by comparing its provided values against the gold standard 3 , and run the fusion algorithms in one-pass. We distinguish these two options by appending "+" to the latter (e.g., ACCU+ for quality bootstrap). By default, we use HYBRID+ for our framework. We remove evidence from sources that provides no evidence for any true triple, as these are likely to be irrelevant sources. Our experimental results show slightly better results and we skip the details because of lack of space.
Results
High-level results. We first evaluate the effectiveness of knowledge fusion on tail verticals. Note that knowledge fusion models predict the probability of a triple being true. We thus order triples in decreasing order of the predicted probabilities; then as we gradually consider triples above a probability threshold, we plot the precision vs. recall (known as the PR-curve) obtained by HYBRID+ in Figure 6 . In a PR-curve, the highest point corresponds to the results when considering triples with probabilities above 0.99, while the lowest point corresponds to all triples with evidence.
We observe that knowledge fusion effectively filters false triples. For instance, in the Cheese vertical, while the raw evidence has an F-measure of 0.27 (precision = 0.18, recall = 0.52, corresponding to the lowest point in the curve), the highest F-measure obtained after knowledge fusion is 0.62 (precision = 0.84, recall = 0.49). With only 3% recall loss, the precision is 4.6 times higher.
Among different verticals, we obtain fairly similar precision (between 0.81 and 0.86), but the recall vary from 0.37 to 0.61. Interestingly, while the vertical Yoga obtains the lowest recall after knowledge fusion, its recall on evidence collection (the rightmost point of the red curve) is considerably higher than the others. A 3 In practice, we can use a gold standard on a small sample to initialize source quality. Our experiments on a 10% sample obtains similar results. closer examination reveals that in Yoga the collected evidence is very noisy: we find evidence for 67% false triples, and a true triple has only twice as much evidence as a false triple. In contrast, on the Cheese vertical a true triple has eight times as much evidence as a false triple. Therefore the knowledge fusion is less effective on Yoga since the collected evidence is less distinguishable.
In practice we require a high precision such that the approach can be deemed reliable. As shown in Table 12 , when we require a precision of 0.9, we were able to verify 47.1% of the true triples, and for 44.8% of the true triples we can find at least three websites that contain supporting evidence, showing that they are public knowledge.
Effect of triple types. Using the Cheese vertical as an example, we next study how the type of a triple may affect the performance of knowledge fusion. We distinguish triples based on whether or not their objects can be reconciled to Freebase mids, calling them entity-obj triples and string-obj triples correspondingly. Figure 7 shows the PR-curve of each category. With no surprise, entity-obj obtained much higher precision and recall than string-obj: the higher recall is because reconciled objects are typically more popular and thus widely mentioned; the higher precision is due to the more reliable evidence from structured sources like Freebase and KV.
Comparing different knowledge fusion methods. Table 13 compares the performance of different approaches. To focus on the fusion models, we report the relative recall; that is, the recall on triples for which at least some evidence is collected.
We observe that HYBRID (or HYBRID+) has slightly better results than ACCU and PRECREC. Comparing with ACCU, it has similar precision but higher recall; it is able to find 10% more truths on predicates where over 10% data items have multiple truths. Comparing with PRECREC, it has higher precision and slightly lower recall, but higher F-measure; the precision gain is more pronounced for predicates with a lot of noise, where the precision of HYBRID can be twice as much as that of PRECREC.
An exception is vertical Yoga, where about 60% data items have multiple truths. Although HYBRID+ has a 13% higher precision than PRECREC+, its recall is 35% lower. This is because most of the provenances contribute evidence for a single triple of a data item, so HYBRID+ often predicts that there is only one truth, especially given that the evidence for this vertical is very noisy. Interestingly, without source-quality bootstrap, HYBRID outperforms PRECREC by 24% on precision and by 19% on recall, showing that HYBRID is more robust in absence of bootstrap.
Effect of source quality bootstrap. As shown in Table 13 , by initializing source quality using the gold standard before fusion, we obtained significantly better results. We next examine the effect of this bootstrap process. We ask two questions: (1) does this bootstrap always work? (2) if our prior knowledge on source quality is inaccurate, how robust are the results? We perturbed the gold standard that we use to initialize source quality: given a percentage of data items, we replace a triple in gold standard with a wrong triple. As such, the initial source quality we obtained according to this perturbed gold standard would be different from the real quality of the sources. We show results on the Cheese vertical by HYBRID+ in Figure 8 (similar trends are observed in other verticals). We see that both the precision and the recall of the fusion results drop when the initial source quality becomes inaccurate. However, comparing with the dropping rate on the perturbed gold standard, the dropping rate of result precision is 44% and that of result recall is 30%. Further, the result precision is always higher than that without bootstrap. Summary. Our experiments show that knowledge fusion can effectively identify the correct triples based on the evidence, improving precision from 0.20 to 0.84, without sacrificing much of the recall. In general HYBRID is adequate for both single-truth and multi-truth cases; however, comparing with the results on synthetic data, the improvement of HYBRID is limited because of the sparsity of evidence we can automatically collect for tail verticals. In cases when the majority of data items have multiple truths and we have reliable data to estimate source quality, applying PRECREC may better leverage the bootstrap and improve recall.
OVERALL EVALUATION OF KNOWL-EDGE VERIFICATION
We finally evaluate the overall performance of knowledge verification. We compare the following methods.
• FACTY, our framework that performs evidence collection followed by knowledge fusion. It applies HYBRID+ to decide the correctness of each triple.
• T-VERIFIER [25] , the state-of-the-art approach that verifies a triple by searching the web. For each candidate triple, it first searches its subject and object using Google. It then ranks the candidates of each data item based on features such as the number of results returned by the query, distance between keywords in the result snippet, ranking given by Google, and so on. A weight vector is learnt to combine the features. Among different candidates, it selects the triple with the highest score as true. Table 14 reports the precision, recall and F1 of each method. On average, FACTY obtains a precision of 0.843 and a recall of 0.506 (in column "KFusion"), whereas T-VERIFIER gives much lower precision and recall (in column "Ranking"). In the first step, T-VERIFIER obtains very noisy results (low precision in column "Search"); this is because a false triple whose object contains popular words or phrases can occur much more often than a true triple. Unfortunately, none of the features considered in the ranking step is able to detect this, resulting in a low precision. In contrast, the knowledge-fusion step in FACTY dramatically increases the precision over raw evidence. Note that the quality of T-VERIFIER results we obtained is also lower than that reported in [25] , indicating that it is not suitable for verifying long-tail triples.
We also note that evidence collected by FACTY are more precise than that by web search in T-VERIFIER. This is because our evidence collection approaches usually exploit stricter rules than web search. However, the search results obtained by T-VERIFIER have a very high recall (95% on average); this is not surprising since for most queries, the search engines will return some results, although they may not be relevant.
FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Our experimental results show that by employing various evidence collection techniques and applying knowledge fusion on the obtained evidence, we can obtain reasonable results for knowledge verification, and it significantly outperforms the existing approach. However there are still much room for improvement. Next, through a series of error analysis, we discuss possible future directions.
Improving recall
As shown in Figure 2 , our evidence collection has a recall of 60%, which means that there are 40% of correct triples for which we cannot find any evidence. We randomly selected 10 such triples, and manually constructed various keyword search queries for each of them and tried to find evidence from top-20 search results. We were able to find evidence for 8 of them. For the two we cannot find, one has a very ambiguous entity name and it is even hard to find the entity itself; the other is not mentioned in top-20 results of various keyword search. This investigation suggests several possibilities for improving the recall of evidence collection. Open extraction for DOM trees. Among the eight triples, six triples exist in DOM data. Recall that we have open extractions for web tables and texts, but not for DOM trees. Indeed, we are not aware of any such technique, since DOM trees have neither grammar structure nor table structure to indicate the semantics. There are rich data in DOM trees, and many of them are regarding entities and attributes not in existing knowledge bases. We believe that extracting knowledge in this form will dramatically enrich existing knowledge bases. Allowing long-distance co-occurrences. In our examination, four triples have the subject mentioned in article (or DOM tree) title, while the predicate or object mentioned in the texts. Extractions, including Web co-occurrences, fail because of the long distance between subjects and objects. An easy fix would be increasing the window size when looking for co-occurrences, but this may hurt the precision. A more advanced approach is to treat the article title and the texts differently. Using embedding methods. Another possibility is to jointly embed web documents and the existing knowledge-base triples into the same vector space [28, 39] . In this way, we represent predicates with dense vectors instead of lexical words, and thus largely reduce the dimensionality. Then a candidate triple is true if its subjectvector can be transformed to object-vector through predicate-vector. While prior research on this direction is restricted to pre-known predicates, extending to unknown predicates is an interesting problem. Extractions of dates and numbers. In general we miss a lot of dates and numbers (often with units) because they can appear in many different formats, especially for range numbers. Sometimes the number is not exact (such as population), which makes it hard to verify. This applies to one triple in our sample. Possible solutions include defining numerical value mapping rules and improving extraction of numerical relations [27] .
Improving precision
Matching Predicates. Recall that when we look for evidence, we require subject match and object match, but being tolerant on predicate semantics; actually, Web co-occurrences, our major evidence contributor, completely ignores predicates. This strategy significantly increases recall, but fails in two cases (the vertical Yoga has both cases, making the collected evidence very noisy):
1. When we have two predicates with related but different (or even contradictory) semantics, such as "major source" versus "other sources", or "friends" versus "foes", the objects of the two predicates are from the same domain, and are thus indistinguishable without considering the predicates. 2. When the subjects and objects of a predicate are in the same domain, such as the "follow-up posture" of a posture in exercises, Web co-occurrences may simply return all postures in a list. We may improve precision by requiring the predicate to also cooccur with the subject and object for such special cases, or use embedding instead of lexical words to represent the predicates. Removing noise from highly frequent names. Another place where we make mistakes is when an object name is very popular and thus ambiguous, so false triples may obtain more evidence due to the high frequency of the entity name. How to incorporate the DF (i.e., document frequency) in evidence collection is a topic of future research.
RELATED WORK
Knowledge verification. To the best of our knowledge, T-VERIFI ER [25] is the first system on knowledge-verification, and we have reviewed it in Section 6. A recently proposed supervised approach, ClaimEval [33] , aims to decide the correctness of a binary claim, such as "yoghurt is healthy food", and "SIGMOD is a top CS conference". It also finds evidence for each claim through web search; then it trains a classifier for each category of claims (e.g., classifiers for "healthy food" and "top CS conferences" respectively). This method works only for IS-A relationships whereas we consider all possible relationships.
Tylenda et al. [36] study how to find evidence for a triple inside a given document, but focus on the cases where entities and predicates all exist in some knowledge base; in our datasets all predicates are new and no more than 10% of the subject entities exist in Freebase. Knowledge verification has also been studied in the NLP community with emphasis on linguistic features [44] . Our framework allows applying extraction techniques proposed in [36, 44] whenever applicable. Knowledge fusion. Besides the methods we have reviewed and evaluated in Section 4, a recent method TEM [46] considers in addition if the truth for a data item exists at all (i.e., date-of-death does not exist for an alive person). It is mainly designed for single-truth scenario. The work in [22] studies the case where most sources provide very few triples, and thus source quality cannot be reliably estimated. Our framework can be enhanced by these techniques.
Knowledge collection on the long-tail. Our work is generally related to knowledge collection on the long-tail. A concept expansion system [37] finds entities belonging to a tail vertical by leveraging both structured and unstructured signals in web tables. An open IE system called ReNoun [42] focuses on extracting nominal attributes on the long-tail. The work in [3] answers queries regarding longtail knowledge through log mining and crowdsourcing. Our work differs in that we consider the context of collecting knowledge by crowdsourcing, and focus on verifying the collected knowledge.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper studies the problem of verifying knowledge for longtail verticals. We investigated seven evidence-collection approaches and four knowledge-fusion algorithms, and provided a detailed analysis of their performance on various long-tail verticals. Our experimental results inspire the FACTY knowledge-verification framework that first finds supporting evidence for a triple from various sources, and then applies knowledge fusion to predict the correctness of a triple based on the evidence. We showed that our framework significantly outperforms existing knowledge-verification techniques. Finally, a detailed loss analysis suggests future directions to improve knowledge verification for tail verticals.
